The Diary of Anne Frank

The Company

FIVE NEW WAYS TO LOVE YOUR KIDS

WHAT YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS

3 OUT OF 5 GREAT SHOWS AND SAVE UP TO 20% (BETTER YES, CHOOSE LEFT OPER.)

HERE'S HOW:

The Miracle Worker

Jacob Two-Two Meets the Hooded Fang

Treasure Island

Curse of the Werewolf

Hans Christian Andersen

FIVE NEW WAYS TO LOVE YOUR KIDS

THE MIRACLE WORKER

By William Gibson
Directed by Morton Franz
Age 8 to adult
February 20 to March 11
Be sure to see this truly excit- ing presentation of Andrew Lloyd Webber's great ad- ventionary story "Young Jon- e of the Nile," directed and produced by Stephen Katz.

JACOB TWO-TWO MEETS THE HOODED FANG

By Yvonne, Red, Alex, and Peg Holker
From the book by G. A. Henty
Directed by Stephen Katz
Age 8 to 17
December 10 to January 7
This delightful musical play is an adaptation of Mendenhall's thrilling and popular boys' adventures by Gilbert and Sullivan. The story of a young boy's adventure is a rousing, exciting experience for the entire family.

TREASURE ISLAND

Adapted/playwright by Ken Hill
Age 8 to adult
April 18 to April 29
After the success of "The Count of Monte Cristo," author and theatre director Ken Hill has given us another thrilling and exciting adventure - "Treasure Island." The story of the life of a young boy who gains treasure and treasure and treasure, but also many adventures, is a story that will keep you on the edge of your seat. The play is a great way to see the adventure of the classic novel in a new light.

CURSE OF THE WEREWOLF

Written and directed by Ken Hill
Age 8 to adult
April 18 to April 29
After the success of "The Count of Monte Cristo," author and theatre director Ken Hill has given us another thrilling and exciting adventure - "Curse of the Werewolf." The story of a young boy who gains treasure and treasure and treasure, but also many adventures, is a story that will keep you on the edge of your seat. The play is a great way to see the adventure of the classic novel in a new light.

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN

By Ira Glass
New Book by John Fedigan, Beauty Director, and Howard Smool
Starring Tom Knuelow
Age 4 to adult
May 20 to June 17
Remember the song "Hansel and Gretel"? Well, you won't forget this heart-warming musical about a poor Danish child and his family who become involved in the Royal Danish Festival. Join us for one of the happiest stories in the world.

That You May Be Missed.

There's a name called "Joseph" or "Amazing Grace."..."Jane" or "Mary Jones."...Desperate, thousands of young people want to cry. Help me?..."Is that show?

Free Button!

In a small town, there's a young boy who dreams of becoming a great artist. His name is "Eli Walter."..."Anne Frank is a story that everyone should see. It's a story about the power of hope and the will to survive.

That You May Be Missed.

There's a name called "Joseph" or "Amazing Grace."..."Jane" or "Mary Jones."...Desperate, thousands of young people want to cry. Help me?..."Is that show?"..."Is that show?"..."Is that show?"
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